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The Brief: 
As a member of the LIA Kosnic Lighting 
were asked to help upgrade the LIA 
head offices using the most up-to-
date LED technology. Having a wide 
variety of LED panels the decision was 
narrowed down to use Kosnic’s Kali-Pro 
36watt panel and the 40watt Kurve 
panel. 
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Client success story

Fast Facts

Customer:
Lighting Industry Association - LIA

Location:
LIA head office Shropshire

Solution: 
The Kosnic Kurve and Kali-Pro panels are 
a particularly effective solution for an 
office environment, as they have a high 
lumen output to enhance the overall 
lighting levels, flicker free drivers and 
have TP(a) fire resistant polycarbonate 
diffusers. They can also be used with 
the Kosnic emergency model and be 
dimmed if required later on in the install. 

The Kurve panel has a stylish and 

elegant appearance which allows 

the lighting area to stand out.

Products used: 

Kali-Pro panel (KLED36PNL-W40) 
Kurve panel (KMRC45L1A-W40)
Facata downlight (KCDLLS24FR-W40)
Emergency module (CEW03LIL/N)

The Project

The LIA is the largest trade 
association in Europe dedicated to 
serving the UK Lighting Industry and 
its supply chain, sharing knowledge 
and providing a wide range of 
services for their members and the 
wider lighting industry.

The Facata premium downlight was 
used throughout the hallways as it 
offers a different look to panels while 
still producing the high lumen output 
required. This premium downlight 
has a unique faceted white reflector. 
It also has all the same features 
as the Kali-Pro and Kurve panel, 
compatible with our emergency 
modules, can be dimmed if required 
and has a flicker free driver. 

Kosnic’s emergency module 
was used with the downlight in 
the corridors to provide the legal 
requirement to lighten up the exit 
routes in an emergency situation.


